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What if we could predict water availability with greater accuracy?

    
Fort Lewis College researcher works on national watershed project

By Mary Shinn Herald staff writer
Saturday, Jan. 13, 2018 5:03 AM Updated 1 day 22 hours ago

 Follow @maryshinn

Shea Wales, a graduate of Fort Lewis College, helped develop a system using colored beads to track
plants that were unidentifiable early in the season. As part of a study to understand how watersheds

work, researchers are studying how recent trends, such as snow melting earlier in the year, change plant
cycles.

Courtesy of Heidi Steltzer



Researchers are working to predict water fow in the Wesern United States – in the same way
meteorologiss predict weather – to help cities, ranchers and emergency managers make crucial decisions
about water management in a changing climate.
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The work is focused on forecasing the quality and quantity of water fowing into rivers from
mountainous areas, said Heidi Steltzer, an associate professor of biology at Fort Lewis College and an
executive committee member working on the project.

Forecass will make short-term and long-term predictions – from what will happen in one day, in a
month or annually – for watersheds across the Wesern U.S. and beyond, she said.

“You could bring (the model) to the Animas River Valley, you could run the model and we could do a
better job managing for water,” she said.

The forecass could provide better answers to quesions such as: “How much water is going to be
available for agriculture? Do cities have the water they need? ... Do species that live in and around the
water corridors have the water they need?” Steltzer said.

Researchers aren’t looking to make predictions hundreds of years into the future, but they want to make
accurate predictions as the environment and the sysem change over time, she said.

For example, they are working to undersand the efect snow melting earlier in the year has on the
watershed sysem.

The predictions will also assess what water is bringing down from the mountains, such as nutrients,
dissolved salt, dissolved organic carbon and metals. Better water-quality data will help water-treatment
managers make long-term decisions about what equipment is needed to treat water to preserve the tase
or perhaps srip out certain metals, such as cadmium, said Kenneth Williams, deputy lead and chief feld
scientis for the project.

The multimillion-dollar project received its funding from the U.S. Department of Energy in October
2016. Researchers are working in the Elk Mountains near Cresed Butte, where they plan to collect data
in four watersheds. The project’s federal funding will be reviewed every three years, and there is no
predetermined end date, Williams said.

More than 70 researchers have received funding to work on the project, and other scientiss are doing
independent projects that build on the core work funded by the Department of Energy, Steltzer said.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminisration’s National Water Model  already predicts how
much water is expected in rivers and reservoirs, but the forecass have not been as accurate as they could
be in recent years, Williams said.

“Our site is a tesbed, not jus for our own research interess, but also as a tesbed for NOAA to help
really dig into the physics that underlie model predictions for snow accumulations, snowmelt and water
fows,” he said.

https://www.fortlewis.edu/facultyexperts/FullStory/steltzer.aspx
http://watershed.lbl.gov/
http://water.noaa.gov/about/nwm
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Like weather forecass, the improved water quality and quantity forecass will be publicly available,
Williams said.

“As it moves forward, you will undoubtedly see a broader portfolio of apps and other resources that
allow individuals to get sream-forecasing information on their cells,” he said.

Current model inaccurate
The current forecasing model for predicting water in rivers and sreams has not been as accurate in
recent years, because it relies on snotel sites that measure snow on the ground, and snow at those sites is
melting earlier in the season with warm weather, Williams said.

In Colorado and California, the hisorical placement of the snotel sations are at low enough elevations
they are missing a signifcant fraction of snow later in the spring, he said.

Warm sorms are delivering snow, but it’s accumulating deeper and wetter at higher elevations, he said.

To improve forecasing, the focus is shifting to airborne observations of snow from airplanes, helicopters
and satellites, he said.

The researchers are working in partnership with NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and its Airborne
Snow Observatory, a plane outftted with specialized equipment, to collect information about snow
depths and how much water is embedded in the snow.

The data collected from the air is less precise than information collected at snotel sites, but it can be
collected from a much larger area, such as an entire basin or sate, and while it’s not perfect, the data
provides a better forecas than the current sysem, Williams said.

To make forecass that rely on snow, bedrock and plant data gathered from the air, researchers mus frs
collect highly detailed information on the ground to undersand the watershed sysem and to create
mathematical forecasing models and tes those models, he said.

For example, Steltzer is focused on undersanding the plants in the sysem, their ability to hold onto
nutrients and elements in the mountain soil and how early snowmelt will afect those plants.

Tracking plants
Depending on the timing of snowmelt, rain and temperature, plants sprout in a diferent order, and part of
her mission is to learn if there are gaps in plant growth, or times when the plants aren’t growing as they
normally would.

“The hope is that there is enough diversity of plants within a plant community that flls all the gaps,” she
said. “If the gaps get flled, the nutrients say in the mountain hillslopes, and if there are gaps, then the

https://aso.jpl.nasa.gov/
https://aso.jpl.nasa.gov/
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nutrients end up in our rivers,” she said.

Heightened levels of nutrients, such as phosphorous and nitrogen, in rivers can cause algae blooms.
More algae ultimately leads to more microbial activity and lower oxygen levels, afecting the health of
fsh and other animals living in the water.

To track the growth of plants, Steltzer and her team designed a color-coded sysem to track all the
sprouts of plants as they emerged and then identifed them as they fowered, she said.

This year, Steltzer will create early snowmelt conditions, even earlier than what may naturally occur if
snow accumulation remains low, at various elevations to determine how it changes the growth patterns
of plants.

Collecting granular data can help researchers determine how species are changing their growing habits,
which species fll gaps in water use and nutrient demand, and fnd out if a species that isn’t abundant is
sabilizing key ecosysem functions, she said.

If you didn’t collect the detailed data, “it would be like telling a romance sory without knowing who fell
in love. The sory for these hillsides may be about the rock sar, such as glacier lily, which many know
well. And sometimes, the sory is about the ‘little engine that could,’ a plant without showy fowers that
doesn’t green frs or las, but is able to grow under the bes and wors conditions,” Steltzer said.

Collecting the granular data also allows researchers to determine what is important to include in the fnal
forecasing model.

Eventually, researchers will map plant disribution and their utilization of water and extend the data
gathered on a small scale over a large area, Williams said.

Mapping bedrock
Researchers are also mapping the bedrock in the watersheds to undersand how groundwater fows
through it. They are interesed to know how water moves through rock based on how fractured or solid it
is, how thick it is, and its elevation.

“(Groundwater) winds up being a really important component in driving sream fow in periods like now,
when you’re well, well pas runof and well, well pas any kind of monsoonal precipitation,” he said.

The relationship between the water and the bedrock also helps determine the level of metals in the water.

Incorporating a subsurface map of bedrock in a mountainous environment into a forecasing model has
never been done before, Williams said.

Undersanding the level of groundwater can also help researchers undersand acid rock drainage, or
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To follow feld
progress
Fort Lewis College professor Heidi
Steltzer will pos updates about her
work on Twitter and Insagram as
@heidimountain. FLC alumna and
research assisant on the project
Chelsea Wilmer will pos updates on
Twitter @chelsinthefeld and on
Insagram @ouichelsfaye.

Read More

water laden with heavy metals.

Minerals tend to be more sable under low-oxygen conditions, and having a high water table can keep
them from getting into the ground water. If the groundwater drops for a long period of time, then the
conditions are right for the water to sart carrying more metals downsream, he said.

In addition to aerial mapping of the bedrock, researchers have taken rock samples to provide detailed
data to help build their models.

Much of the researchers’ work is focused on gathering detailed data on snow depth, snowmelt,
temperature, water, nutrients, metals and bedrock to build a complete model.

“You can imagine a situation now where these models are making predictions about the whole water
cycle, how water is moving from snowpack to snowmelt, infltration into soil and groundwater ... then
routing that water to sream fow,” Williams sad.

As the models are refned, researchers will try to pare back the amount of detail needed for a forecas as
much as possible so that the model can be applied in many areas.

“The Earth is really complex,” Steltzer said. “We will not undersand all the complexity, but the more we
undersand the factors that have the bigges infuence, then we can narrow what we expect.”

mshinn@durangoherald.com
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